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1 Introduction  
Search for new nozzle devices that can compete in jet engines with traditional Laval nozzles, is one of 
the promising directions on a way of improvement of their overall-mass and specific characteristics. In 
this respect the certain interest are represent annular and dual-slotted nozzles with deflector in the 
form of a spherical segment. As have shown experiments [1, 2], there are various modes of gas flow in 
such nozzle devices. In steady-state operation, they belong to the class of nozzles with the central body 
[3, 4]. In non-stationary periodic pulsing operating modes specified nozzles represent high-frequency 
pulsed outlet devices. Such devices are considered to be promising for realization of pulsed detonation 
regime of fuels combustion [5]. In this paper, based on the Navier-Stokes equations, it is carried 
numerical parametric study of the influence of various factors on the development over time of the 
initial perturbations caused by the device start, blown by air, under a laminar flow model. In the 
calculations parameters of the numerical scheme and determinative conditions of problem were varied. 
As a result, in the calculation first discovered the flow regimes in which the starting perturbation 
accompanying the start of the annular nozzle, do not decay, and pass into the quasi-periodic regime. 
Determined the Fourier frequency spectrum of the pressure fluctuations in the center of the deflector 
thrust wall and the value of nozzle thrust. Showed typical pulsed pressure signals obtained in the 
computational model and registered in the experiments that are performed in a pulsed aerodynamic 
setup using as a working gas air and combustion products of stoichiometric air-acetylene mixture. 
 

2 Gas phase model  
Basic assumptions.  
• The air is considered as an ideal one-temperature mixture of molecular oxygen and nitrogen with 

constant values of molar concentration of the mixture components 0.212XO =  and 

0.792XN = .   

• For the description of molecular transport the approximation Navier-Stokes is used.  
The equation of state. The thermal equation of a condition has the form 

/p R T muρ= , 

where uR  - a universal gas constant, m  -average molecular air weight. 
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Thermodynamic model. Rotational and vibration energy modes of air components described by 
equilibrium model "rigid rotator-harmonic oscillator" with characteristic vibration temperatures 

2,OvT = 2228 K and 2,NvT = 3336 K. In this case, the internal energy per unit mass of gas e  and heat 

capacity pc  determined by the expressions  

5 , ;
2 exp( / ) 1,

T XR R v k ku ue T
m m T Tk v k

= + ∑
−

         

2( / ) exp( / )7 , , ;22 [exp( / ) 1],

T T T T XR R v k v k ku uc Tp k T Tv km m
= + ∑

−
 

Model of molecular transport. Molecular flow impulse tensor τ̂  associated with the strain rate tensor 

ε̂  as ratio 
ˆτ̂ µ ε= −  , 

where the tensor components ε̂ are of the form  
 

2
3

u uu ji k
ij ijx x xj i k
ε δ

∂ ∂∂
= + −
∂ ∂ ∂

 , 

and dependence of factor of molecular viscosity on temperature is approximated by a power-law 

formula 0.683a Tµ µ=  . 

Molecular heat flux qr  is defined by expression 

T
q

r
λ
∂

= −
∂

r
r  , 

where the coefficient of thermal conductivity λ  is determined by µ , pc , and molecular Prandtl 

number Pr 0.7= :   

Pr
pcµλ =  

3 Basic equations and a numerical method  
Basic equations. The Navier-Stokes equations in integral form describing unsteady axisymmetric gas 
flow in a cylindrical coordinate system ( 0, , )x y ϕ≥ , have the form   

S SxdSS n xdl dS
t δ
∂

+ ⋅
∂

=∫ ∫ ∫U F Ω
rr

, 

 
where S – the fixed control region in a meridian plane  (x, y), δS – border area, ( , )x yn n n=

r
 - unit 

outward normal to δS, U – a set of conservative variables per unit volume, inv vis= +F F F
r r r

- the sum 
of inviscid and viscid flows U through a unit area boundary area, Ω  consists of the source terms in the 
unit volume. For the considered gas-phase model there are 
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0
T{ , , , }u v eρ ρ ρ ρ=U ; 

T{0, ,0,0}xb=Ω .  

Here ,u v - velocity vector components u! , )(5.00 uuee !!
⋅+= - total energy per unit of gas mass, 

ρ/00 peh +=  - total enthalpy, ( , ),x xx xyτ τ τ=
r

 ( , )y yx yyτ τ τ=
r

, 2 / 2 / 3xb p u x divu= + −
r . 

Numerical method. Unsteady gas motion equations are solved numerically using an implicit difference 
scheme constructed by the finite volume method on a single block structured grid. In this approach, 
the system of difference equations consists of numerical analogs of the conservation equations for 
tetrahedral cells, covering a rated area, and difference approximations of boundary conditions. The 
equations are written with respect to the values of input variables { , , , }p u v T=Z  in the cells centers 
and in the side cells centers lying on the body surface. Grid cells are formed by the intersection of two 

discrete families of curves. Inviscid fluxes inv
GF
r

across cell boundaries are computed by solving the 

exact Riemann problem about the decomposition of an arbitrary discontinuity ( , )L R
G G G=ℜZ Z Z , 

where ℜ - is the task solution operator. In the scheme of the first order of accuracy with respect to the 

spatial variables left L
GZ  and right R

GZ  boundary values of input variables are set equal to their 

values at the center of the corresponding cell. In the scheme of the second order of accuracy L
GZ  and 

R
GZ  are determined using one-dimensional interpolation (extrapolation) of values Z at the centers of 

near-by cells on the given boundary between cells using a limiter minmod. Viscous flows through the 
cell faces are computed using the central or one-sided difference formulas of second-order accuracy. 
Time derivatives are approximated by one-sided two-point formulas of first-order accuracy or one-
sided three-point formulas of second-order accuracy. At each time step difference equations are solved 
using a two-layer iterative scheme.  

4 Results of calculations and experiments  
The calculations are performed for the flow domain including:  
- the deflector (thrust unit) with thrust wall in form of a spherical segment with radius of 36 mm and a  
  height of 22 mm (base diameter d = 66.4 mm); 
- input annular nozzle diameter d with a height of the critical section h = 4.4 mm; 
- exhaust cone nozzle with half-angle 45° and a length of 15 mm; 
- sufficiently large fly away region. 
The calculations were performed on grids with the number of points of 100x316, 200x376 and 
300x472. Grid nodes were concentrating near the surface of the thrust wall so that there were no less 
than 10 nodes in the boundary layer region. The boundaries of the computational domain and the 
distribution of the nodes of computational mesh 100x316 for early presented geometric nozzle 
parameters are shown in Figure 1. It was assumed that the blowing air through the annular nozzle 
occurs at the sound speed at given constant stagnation pressure and temperature P0 and T0. The air 
expiration from the device through the exhaust conical nozzle occurs in the gas medium with a 
pressure 0.01 atm and temperature = 300 K. For the problem closure at the outer boundary 
are used soft boundary conditions of extrapolation type. The surface of the thrust wall is assumed 
cooled to the temperature = 300 K, or thermally isolated. 
By hypothesis, the starting of the device, initially filled with stagnant air, occurs instantly, leading to 
the generation of intense unsteady gas dynamic processes and significant increase of pressure. 
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Figure 1. Configuration of rated domain and computational grid 100х316. 
 

As the results of the calculations, the further development of the start perturbation depends 
significantly on both the numerical scheme, and the determining parameters of the problem. 
The most radical influence on the solution has the order of the difference scheme accuracy in the 
spatial coordinates. For all considered difference grids using first-order schemes the initial 
perturbations are damped. The settling time of a stationary solution increases with increasing "density" 
of the grid. In the calculations due the scheme of the second order of accuracy the initial perturbations 
in most cases converted to quasi periodic regime. The solution in the calculations of this scheme was 
established only in the case in which the grid step near the surface of the thrust wall exceeds a certain 
critical value. Less influence on the solution has order accuracy of scheme on time, as well as the 
choice of values parameters minmod limiter. As an example, Figure 2 and Figure 3 show the time 
pressure dependence  in the central point of the thrust wall, and a force of the thrust D in the case 
of blowing cold air (P0 = 19.8 atm, T0 = 300K). 
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 Figure 2. Dependence on time of pressure in     Figure 3. Dependence on time the thrust force  
 the central point of a thrust wall at T0 =300К.              at T0 =300К. 
 
 
The oscillation amplitude is significantly increased at blowing heated air, imitating by combustion 
products of stoichiometric air-acetylene mixture. On Figure 4 and 5 (similar to Figure 2 and 3) data for 
T0 =3000К are presented. 
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 Figure 4. Dependence  on time of   pressure in    Figure 5. Dependence on time the thrust force  
 the central point of a thrust wall at T0 =3000К.     at T0 =3000К. 
  
 
Fourier analysis of time series for a number of parameters of the numerical solution shows that the 
spectrum of the fundamental frequency at T0 = 300 K is in the range of 2-30 kHz. That corresponds, 
firstly, to the experiments results in measuring the thrust and pressure, which are made in the 
aerodynamic pulse setup [1] and presented in Figure 4 and 5, and secondly, estimations based on the 
sound velocity and the radius of the annular nozzle. 
 

                                  
 
 
Figure 6.  Dependence on  time   of  pressure   Figure 7. Dependence on time of pressure  
in the central point  of a thrust  wall  (bottom    in  the  central  point  of  a  thrust  wall  at  
beam) T0=300К, P0=7.1 atm. Sweep velocity  T0=3000К, P0=20.2 atm.  Sweep   velocity 
5 ms/div. Nozzle was blown by air.    2 ms/div.   Nozzle   was    blown  by  C2H2 
        combustion  products. 
 
 
These frequencies are two orders of magnitude lower than the oscillation frequency of the scheme 
origin. When T0 = 3000 K, this range is extended to 100 kHz. Parameters of difference grid and 
numerical scheme, as well as the order of approximation of the time derivatives are affected on the 
spectral characteristics of the solutions appreciably. 
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Variation of the numerical scheme parameters considerably smaller influence on average values of the 
device power characteristics. For comparison, the steady-state value  for the first order scheme for 
the spatial coordinates is equal of 10.28 atm, for the second order scheme on a grid 200x376 with a 
large step near the thrust wall surface  - 11.21 atm, the mean value on the same grid with minimal 
step - 11.13 atm. The corresponding values forces of the thrust are 2496, 2513, and 2471 N. 

Conclusions  
As a result of a numerical study of the flow in the annular nozzle discovered undamped quasiperiodic 
flow regimes with significant pressure pulsations on the surface thrust wall, similar to those obtained 
in the experiments. Oscillation amplitude increased significantly with increasing the stagnation 
temperature of the blown gas. These modes are obtained in calculations using the schemes of second 
order accuracy in the spatial variables on the grid with sufficiently detailed definition of the boundary 
layer. Time scans pressure values depend strongly on the parameters of the numerical scheme. 
Significantly less affected by the variation of these parameters on the mean power characteristics of 
the annular nozzle. 
The computational and experimental researches, presented in the work, are supported by RSF 
project № 14-19-01759 and № 14-11-00773 accordingly. 
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